
Anything is 
possible in  
glazed brick





What shapes, colours and materials you are looking for in a creative 
 construction process: you will find them in the collection glazed 
bricks of St. Joris. Our bricks can be used in classic facades and 
the most modern architecture. And everything in between.
Hairline crack-resistant. Scratch-proof. Colour-fast.

Inspiring:
almost every colour and 
shape, superb quality

soft moulded brick

ceramic wall systems

facing brick

window cill brick

colour-line brick

acoustic  
ceramic wall

colour-line window cill

colour-line  
wall & balcony copings

jointless brick

slibs



Trendsetting:
creative craftsmanship
At St. Joris we design and produce everything ourselves. Our creative team 
of inventors developes new applications, shapes and colours every day.
If necessary, together with you. So your own creativity can grow with 
our expertise.
Since 1923 our love and knowledge of clay leads to sublime shapes and 
 colours within the construction industry across Europe. And our creative 
professionals are involved from the first design onwards, with buildings 
that enrich our lives every day.



Trendsetting:
creative craftsmanship

90 years innovation:  timeless craftsmanship, 
the most modern technology

Westerwalder clay has been almost 90 years the foundation of our craft. 

The unfired bricks are first covered with a layer of glaze. We then fire them 

in own state-of-the art kilns at extremely high temperatures. According to 

the latest requirements for durability and resource consumption. So every 

brick will withstand lifelong any external force. And each building can 

wear the title “durable” with pride.

The inventors:
each brick starts with an idea

Any design or idea you have, at St. Joris we  think and design with you 

from the first sketches onwards. So we arrive  together at surprising 

solutions and colourful designs.

The inventors of St. Joris have for years been working closely with 

architects, designers, builders and developers. And we never only see 

the limitations, but always look for the possibilities.

Product Specification
Tolerance – Mean 2 x 1,5 x 1 mm
 
 
Tolerance – Range 3 x 2 x 1,5 mm
 
 
Initial rate of water Less absorbing  

Frost resistance F2 frost Class D,
 BRL 1007
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St. Jorisstraat 54
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